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The criminal legal system as a set of the society criminal methods for coping with crime is influenced by the political system, beliefs, religion and moral rule governed in the society. The Iranian legal system totally was changed, subsequently to the domination of Moguls over this country. The system derived from the Islamic Sharia rules and jurisprudence became shaken and new rules and regulations were introduced. In order of priority, Moguls used Yasa of Genghis, Yarligh of Gazan and Tuzuk-i-Taimuri for regulation of the society. With waiver, we can divide the crimes into crime against property, crime against person, crime against security of state, crime against public decency and moral and military crime. The fundamentals of criminalization were mostly based on the Moguls superstitious beliefs. The courts were divided into three categories. Confession and testimony of witnesses formed the rules of evidence.
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